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With nearly 50 years of manufacturing process cooling and refrigeration systems,
RAE Corporation is excited to bring our decades of environment control to the
grow market under our newly formed ZeroCool Systems. We have provided
thousands of systems to mission critical facilities earning the repeat business of
customers throughout North America. Our understanding of quality, engineering,
manufacturing and environment control in a systems approach provides the
most complete and reliable solution for indoor grow applications.

INVESTOR
Why should you invest in ZeroCool Systems? The answer is simple:
we will help you reduce risks and maximize your return. Here’s how:

Our simple, effective system delivers a competitive total installed cost

Each unit is factory tested before shipment with a performance test report
provided to you
Our plug-and-play style units allow for simple and predictable
installation
Units precisely control environmental conditions without auxiliary
equipment. This approach provides complete system integration to
maximize operational performance and our unique interface provides feedback
to fine tune the grow application

Our systems improve plant health and energy efficiency by having the
dehumidification and temperature maintained with integrated algorithms to
provide stable and consistent grow conditions
We are industry leaders in moisture removal rates with attractive ratios of
water removed/kWh and lower energy costs
All aspects of the system are capable of infinite turn down to 10 percent
resulting in precisely maintained space conditions with the least energy
input cost
Time is money for investors and with ZeroCool, we can quickly turn the
initial concept into a fully integrated grow space

GROWER

Why grow with ZeroCool Systems? We know experienced growers like
you value the ability to control your indoor environment to your preferred
parameters. Let our unit change your growing experience. Here’s how:

We make it easy to adjust environmental control parameters to ensure your
preferred environment is maintained
ZeroCool systems control to the desired dew point and maintain the preferred
room temperature in both lights on and lights off mode regardless of plant size
We provide remote monitoring of the dehumidification system for each unit.
Inlet and outlet conditions along with various alarms can be emailed or sent via
text message
Various levels of redundancy are available depending on your needs and
preference
Vapor pressure differential can be maintained whether LED or HPS lights are
utilized

CONTRACTOR

Easy one piece installation with simple duct work, power and control
voltage wiring
All motors are direct driven and variable speed which reduces nuisance belt
failure and allows simple system setup
Equipment arrives fully charged with refrigerant which means initial startup
time is dramatically reduced
Factory technicians are available for on-site assistance and factory training
is available
Every project is fully tested at our factory prior to shipment

ENGINEER

We provide single point coordination with an integrated solution for
dehumidification, cooling and related control
Each project will have a full factory operating test performed on at least
one unit prior to shipment
You will receive guide specification and performance schedules unique to
your site conditions
Coordination details are provided for use with other trades
Choose an air-cooled or water-cooled solution

DEHUMIDIFICATION CAPACITY

From early growth through flower bloom our system can provide optimal conditions throughout
the plants entire grow cycle. ZeroCool incorporates the latest technology to provide infinite
dehumidification control for indoor grow operations. Variable speed technology coupled with
optimized control algorithms are utilized in every aspect of the system, including the supply fan,
compressor, condenser fan, electronic expansion valve and modulating parallel reheat valve.

Performance Based On:

1. 95° Ambient for air cooled

2. 95° fluid for water cooled

FEATURES
Why should you invest in ZeroCool Systems? The answer
is simple: our features separate us from the competitors.

OPTIONS
Why should you invest in ZeroCool Systems? The answer
is simple: our options let you tailor your unit to your needs.

Motors are direct drive, no belt maintenance
required
Digital controller pre-programmed with adjustable
set points

8” O/A damper with HEPA filter and electric
actuator

Fan motors have variable speed control to ensure
maximum efficiency
15 HP tandem refrigeration circuit with VFD driven
compressor

Insulated roof curb, shipped knocked down for
field assembly in the system

30 HP tandem refrigeration circuit with VFD driven
compressor
Double wall insulated panels with foam insulation
Painted exterior finish

Digital controller with remote monitoring

CO2 injection port

Electric heat with SCR control

Low ambient operation down to -20°F
UV lights

ABOUT RAE CORPORATION

RAE Corporation was founded in 1971 and is located in the MidAmerica Industrial Park in Pryor, Oklahoma. RAE
employs more than 350 people, is represented throughout the country and markets equipment throughout the world.
RAE manufactures air and water cooled condensing units, air and water cooled chillers, air cooled condensers, fluid
coolers, heat transfer coils, industrial coils, unit coolers, corrosive environment equipment and an assortment of
other engineered cooling systems, all of which are either UL- or ETL-approved. RAE has five divisions: Technical
Systems, Refrigeration Systems, Century Refrigeration, RAE Coils and ZeroCool Systems.
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